We present the first practical, implemented configuration-space computation algorithm for a curved, planar object translating and rotating amidst stationary obstacles. The bodies are rigid, compact, regular, and bounded by a finite number of rational parametric curve segments. The algorithm represents the three-dimensional configuration space as two-dimensional slices in which the moving object has a fixed orientation. It discretizes the configuration space into intervals of equivalent slices separated by critical slices. The output is topologically correct and accurate to within a specified tolerance. We have implemented the algorithm for objects bounded by line segments and circular arcs, which is an important class for applications. The program is simple, fast, and robust. The slice representation is a natural and efficient abstract data type for geometric computations in robotics and engineering.
Introduction
We present the first practical, implemented configurationspace computation algorithm for a curved, planar object moving amidst stationary obstacles. Configuration-space computation is important, because it underlies algorithmic approaches to geometric reasoning. It supports the robotics tasks of path planning (Latombe 1991 ) and compliant assembly (Caine 1993) . It supports mechanical engineering tasks that involve contact analysis, including mechanism design (Sacks and Joskowicz 1995a, b) , fastener design (Donald and Pai 1993) , part feeder design (Caine 1993 (Caine , 1994 , functional tolerancing (Sacks and Joskowicz 1996) , fixturing (Brost 1991) , and design for assembly (Lozano-Perez and Wilson 1993; Wilson et al. 1995) . It supports the biomedical task of joint modeling (knees, hips, and elbows) for diagnosis, therapy, and prosthesis design ; Joskowicz and Taylor 1996) . It provides an alternative to collision detection for fast, robust dynamical simulation (Sacks and Joskowicz 1996) .
Configuration space is a concise, complete encoding of the motion constraints imposed on a rigid object by contacts
The International Journal of Robotics Research, Vol. 17, No. 6, June 1998, pp. 639-651, &copy; 1998 Sage Publications, Inc. with rigid obstacles. It is a manifold, the Cartesian product of the Cartesian plane and the unit circle, whose points represent the position and orientation of the moving object with respect to the obstacles. Configuration space partitions into free space where the object does not touch the obstacles, and into blocked space where it overlaps an obstacle. The common boundary, called the contact space, contains the configurations where the object touches an obstacle without overlap. Only free space and contact space are physically realizable. They represent the possible motions of the object and the couplings between its degrees of freedom induced by contacts with the obstacle. Configuration-space computation is the task of constructing a representation of the configuration-space partition.
Previous research provides configuration-space computation algorithms for polygonal bodies. There are two main approaches. The first approach is to represent free space as a semi-algebraic set bounded by contact-surface patches. Each patch represents the motion constraint when an object feature touches an obstacle feature. The patches intersect at multiple contact configurations. The Figure 2 shows the three-dimensional configuration space. The contact space is gray. The blocked space is the interior of the contact space and the free space is the exterior.
The configuration space supports joint modeling and analysis . It Figure 3 shows a cam mechanism from Artobolevsky's encyclopedia of mechanisms (Artobolevsky 1979 
Fastener Design
Fastener design is another important application of configuration spaces (Donald and Pai 1993) . Figure 6 shows a simple example of a moving pin and a fixed fastener. The user rotates the pin to the vertical position, translates it vertically into the fastener slot, and rotates it to the horizontal position. The free space consists of a single component in slices where the pin is nearly vertical, and of two components otherwise. The components are tangent in the critical slices 
Reconstruction
We construct boundary representations of sliced configuration spaces with an algorithm that we developed in previous work (Bajaj, Coyle, and Lin 1996) . We render the boundary representation to obtain the images shown in Figures 2, 3 , 5, and 7. We can selectively construct the portion of the boundary within a bounding box or between two slices. Partial reconstruction is the key to efficient implementations of the manipulation tasks described in the conclusion. The inputs are the slices and the correspondence between the segments in adjacent slices. The output is a triangulated contact patch built by fitting triangles between adjacent slices and sometimes within slices. We can fit smooth patches to the triangles in a variety of ways (Bajaj 1991) .
The algorithm provides general solutions to the inherent reconstruction problems of contour tiling, correspondence, and contour branching given only the slices (Meyers, Skinner, and Sloan 1992 
Previous Work
The configuration-space approach to robot motion planning originates in the work of Lozano-Perez (1983) . It has spawned a large literature that is surveyed by Latombe (1991) . We discuss only the portions relevant to our work.
Several boundary-based configuration-space computation methods have been developed for bodies bounded by algebraic curve segments (Latombe 1991 (u, v) to the curve g = 0 and from the unit tangent (s, t) to h = 0. The last four equations define these tangents.
Computing Critical Orientations
We compute the critical orientations by solving the criticality equations symbolically or numerically. We can obtain extraneous roots because the regularity conditions are sufficient, but not necessary. The extraneous roots cause no problems; they just add a few slices to the output. Before turning to the general case, we develop specialized solutions to the criticality equations for important classes of problems. (Fig. 11) . We formulate four equations in x, y, 9, and u for each choice of these features. The first two are the contact eqs. (5) (Joskowicz and Sacks 1991) .
We need to analyze three types of contacts: moving arc/fixed line, moving line/fixed arc, and moving arc/fixed arc (Fig. 12) . We can treat vertices as circles of radius zero, and can continue to ignore contacts between line segments. Figure 13 lists the contact equations, which we derive from eq. (2) by trigonometric manipulation, with a the angle between the line and the local y-axis and with n an integer. The simple form of the equations allows us to solve the criticality equations in closed form. Condition 1 never holds. Condition 2 holds when an arc endpoint touches a line or another arc endpoint. Condition 3 holds when two line/arc segments meet at an endpoint, a line/arc and an arc/arc meet at an endpoint, or two arc/arcs are tangent. We omit the equations, which would fill several pages.
Conics
We develop a specialized method for computing the critical slices of objects with conic boundaries. A conic is a parametric curve whose coordinates are given by ratios of quadratic functions in the parameter. Conics are flexible enough to model C' smooth objects with an extra degree of freedom for local shape control. We reformulate contact eq. (2) (1) to obtain the contact segments.
We solve the first two criticality equations in closed form and the third numerically.
Rational Parametric Curves
We can solve the criticality equations for general rational parametric curves by resultants or by homotopy. Most of the computation will probably be wasted, because we only need real critical points that are not in blocked space. Alternately, we can compute the critical slices by binary search along the 9-axis. We generate two slices and recurse if they are not equivalent. We can replace the equivalence test with Sturm sequence tests for the criticality equations, which are slower but require fewer bisections. We have not implemented these algorithms.
Local Overlap Filtering
We significantly reduce the number of criticalities by deleting ones that cannot occur because they imply overlap between the immediate neighbors of the critical features, which is physically impossible (Fig. 14) . Contact We compute each configuration-space slice independently of the other slices. We can reduce the running time with an incremental approach suggested by Donald (1990 Each query takes linear time in the number of parts, and is independent of their geometric complexity. We have implemented this algorithm for two-dimensional configuration spaces (Sacks and Joskowicz 1996) (1993, 1994 ) takes a similar approach to polygonal feeder design. We need an efficient, robust algorithm that handles curved parts with 3 DOF and larger assemblies.
The knee example requires configuration-space composition to model the three-way interactions among the femur, tibia, and patella (knee cap). We can embed the tibia/femur, tibia/patella, and femur/patella configuration spaces in the nine-dimensional joint-configuration space, then intersect the pairwise contact spaces to obtain the joint-contact space. Joskowicz and Sacks (1991) (Latombe 1991 ) . We can fall back on dynamic simulation, for which pairwise configuration spaces suffice, coupled with local computation of the assembly configuration space in key regions.
